We prove the equivalence between a relative bottleneck property and being quasi-isometric to a tree-graded space. As a consequence, we prove that the quasi-trees of spaces defined axiomatically by Bestvina, Bromberg and Fujiwara are quasi tree-graded. Using this we prove that mapping class groups quasi-isometrically embed into a finite product of simplicial trees. In particular, these groups have finite Assouad-Nagata dimension, direct embeddings exhibiting ℓ p compression exponent 1 for all p ≥ 1 and they quasi-isometrically embed into ℓ 1 (N). We deduce similar consequences for relatively hyperbolic groups whose parabolic subgroups satisfy such conditions.
Introduction
One of the most interesting classes of finitely generated groups are mapping class groups -homeomorphisms of surfaces considered up to isotopy -due to their close connections with geometry, topology and group theory and their similarities with lattices in higher rank semisimple Lie groups and Out(F n ).
In [Gro87] , Gromov introduced relatively hyperbolic groups as a generalisation of hyperbolic groups. The class of relatively hyperbolic groups includes: hyperbolic groups, amalgamated products and HNN-extensions over finite subgroups, fully residually free (limit) groups [Dah03, Ali05] -which are key objects in solving the Tarski conjecture [Sel01, KM10] , geometrically finite Kleinian groups and fundamental groups of non-geometric closed 3-manifolds with at least one hyperbolic component [Dah03] .
In this paper, we study these groups from the viewpoint of their quasi-isometric embeddings into finite products of (locally infinite) simplicial trees and coarse embeddings into ℓ p spaces. Trees occur naturally as an important and wellstudied subclass of Gromov hyperbolic metric spaces. Many finitely generated groups are already known to admit quasi-isometric embeddings into a finite product of trees: Hyperbolic, Coxeter, right-angled Artin and virtually special groups are all examples, [BDS07, DJ99, DJ00, HW08] . By contrast: the discrete Heisenberg group, Thompson's group and wreath products of infinite finitely generated groups admit no such embedding, [Pau01] .
Quasi-isometric embeddability into a finite product of trees is an important metric constraint, which is in general not easy to verify. Within this setting it is of course sufficient to consider embeddings into products of spaces quasi-isometric to trees. The quasi-isometry classes of hyperbolic spaces with tree representatives provides an important subclass characterised by Manning's bottleneck property, [Man05] :
A geodesic metric space X satisfies the bottleneck property (BP) if and only if there is some constant ∆ > 0 such that given any two distinct points x, y ∈ X and some geodesic g from x to y with midpoint m, every path from x to y in X intersects B(m; ∆) = {z ∈ X d X (z, m) < ∆ }.
Within the collection of relatively hyperbolic spaces, metric spaces satisfying a 'strong relative hyperbolicity' condition (sometimes called asymptotically treegraded spaces, see [DS05] ) the analogue of a tree is the notion of a tree-graded space. We recall that a geodesic metric space X is tree-graded with respect to a collection of subsets {X i i ∈ I } (called pieces) if and only if
• for all i ≠ j, X i ∩ X j ≤ 1 and
• every simple geodesic triangle (a simple loop consisting of three geodesic edges) is contained in a single piece.
These occur as a subclass of relatively hyperbolic spaces, one of the simplest (and most natural) non-degenerate examples being a free product of groups. Moreover, every asymptotic cone of a relatively hyperbolic space is tree-graded, [DS05] .
The quasi-isometry classes of relatively hyperbolic spaces with tree-graded representatives has additional structural properties. If a space X is quasi-isometric to a tree-graded space T (X) with pieces {T i i ∈ I } :
• X has asymptotic dimension at most n/asymptotic Assouad-Nagata dimension at most n/quasi-isometrically embeds into a product of at most n trees if and only if the same is uniformly true for the collection of pieces {T i i ∈ I }, [BH, MS12] .
• The ℓ p compression exponent of X (the supremum over all α ∈ [0, 1] with the property that there is some Lipschitz embedding φ of X into ℓ p (N) with φ(x) − φ(y) p ≥ K −1 d X (x, y) α − C for all x, y ∈ X) equals the uniform ℓ p compression exponent of {T i i ∈ I }, i.e. the supremum over α for which K, C can be chosen independent of i, [Hum11] .
• X is a quasi-tree if and only if there is some ∆ such that each T i satisfies (BP) with constant ∆.
The first two of these conditions have some analogues for general relatively hyperbolic groups, [Osi05, MS12, Hum11] , but all three fail once we leave the realm of spaces with bounded geometry.
The recent paper of Bestvina, Bromberg and Fujiwara represents an important advancement in the understanding of the geometry of mapping class groups and has been used to study embeddings of relatively hyperbolic groups into products of trees [MS12] . In [BBF] , starting with a general list of axioms concerning a collection of metric spaces {C(Y ) Y ∈ Y } and a notion of projection
, they produce a quasi-tree Q, with vertex set Y and a quasi-tree of spaces C(Y) obtained by blowing up each vertex Y of Q by the space C(Y ). The main theorem of this paper is that mapping class groups quasi-isometrically embed into a finite product of such spaces.
We prove that this construction always yields a space quasi-isometric to a treegraded space. Moreover, we prove that the quasi-isometry class of tree-graded spaces is characterised by a relative bottleneck property, (Definition 2.1) and all quasi-trees of spaces satisfy this property. Moreover, we do this in a constructive way, so that the collection of pieces of the tree-graded space are naturally twinned with selected 'pieces' of the original metric space.
Theorem 1. A geodesic metric space X has the relative bottleneck property with respect to a collection of sets {X i i ∈ I } if and only if it is quasi-isometric to some tree-graded space T (X) with pieces T i uniformly quasi-isometric to X i .
From this we deduce several consequences for mapping class groups of closed surfaces and relatively hyperbolic groups.
Corollary 2. Mapping class groups quasi-isometrically embed into a finite product of simplicial (but locally infinite) trees. In particular, they
• have finite Assouad-Nagata dimension,
• can be quasi-isometrically embedded into ℓ 1 (N),
• admit explicit embeddings into ℓ p spaces which exhibit compression exponent 1.
The first two of these are consequences of the embedding into a product of trees but the third is more subtle and builds on the work in [Hum11] .
This was previously only known in low complexity cases, where the mapping class group is virtually free, see for instance [Beh04] .
Previously there was little information concerning how mapping class groups may embed into Banach spaces. Finite asymptotic dimension does imply coarse embeddability into Hilbert spaces, so mapping class groups satisfy the strong Novikov and Coarse Baum-Connes conjectures -the Novikov conjecture had already been granted independently by work of Hamenstädt, Kida and BehrstockMinsky. Kida, moreover, proves that mapping class groups are exact and hence have Yu's property (A), which also follows from finite asymptotic dimension, [BBF, HR00, Yu00, Ham09, Kid08, BM11].
Corollary 3. If G a finitely generated group, which is hyperbolic relative to a collection of subgroups {H i i ∈ I } then • G has finite Assouad-Nagata dimension if and only if each H i does.
• G can be quasi-isometrically embedded into ℓ 1 (N) if and only if each H i can,
• for each p, G admits explicit embeddings into ℓ p spaces which exhibit compression exponent min {α The first of these was previously known for asymptotic dimension [Osi05] , the other two are generalisations of results contained in [MS12, Hum11] respectively.
We obtain Corollaries 2 and 3 from Theorem 1 in the following way.
Using the results of [BBF] together with Theorem 1 we obtain quasi-isometric embeddings of mapping class groups into finite products of tree-graded spaces, each of which have pieces uniformly quasi-isometric to a particular curve graph of a subsurface.
A version of the theorem of Mackay and Sisto [MS12] , together with Theorem 1 implies that: given a group G, which is hyperbolic relative to {H i } we can quasi-isometrically embed it into the product of a tree-graded space T (H) with pieces quasi-isometric to subgroups H i with its coned-off graphĜ.
These two corollaries then descend from studying embeddings of quasi-trees of spaces to instead studying embeddings of curve graphs, coned-off graphs and subgroups H i , [BH, Hum11] . It follows from work of Buyalo [Buy05] , that curve graphs and coned-off graphs can be quasi-isometrically embedded into a finite product of trees. This requires the Masur-Minsky theorems that curve complexes are hyperbolic and admit a family of tight geodesics, Bowditch's results on tight geodesics in coned-off graphs and the Bell-Fujiwara bounds on asymptotic dimension of such spaces, [MM99, MM00, Bow08, BF08].
Plan of the paper: Section 2 gives the precise definition of the relative bottleneck property and proves that it is satisfied by all quasi-trees of spaces constructed from the axiomatisation in [BBF] . We also prove that the property is a quasi-isometry invariant, which completes the reverse implication of theorem 1. Section 3 gives the construction of a tree-graded space T (X) from a space X satisfying the relative bottleneck property and in section 4 we prove that T (X) is quasi-isometric to X completing the forwards implication of theorem 1. The final section (5) gives the full proof of Corollaries 2 and 3.
Notation:
We denote the set of all geodesics in a space X between two points x and y by [[x, y]] and call a path P with endpoints x and y a K-slack geodesic if the length of P , P is bounded from above by d(x, y) + K.
Relative Bottleneck Property
In this section we introduce the relative bottleneck property, prove it is a quasiisometry invariant, deduce some immediate consequences of the definition and give one technical lemma which is essential for the proof of theorem 1 in its most general guise. Following this we give the two key examples of spaces satisfying this property, tree-graded spaces and quasi-trees of spaces satisfying the axiomatic construction defined in [BBF] .
Formally, the relative bottleneck property is defined as follows:
Let X be a geodesic metric space. We say X has the relative bottleneck property (RBP) if there exists a collection of pieces {X i i ∈ I } with X = ⋃ i∈I X i and a constant M > 0 such that given i, j ∈ I with i ≠ j there is a finite ordered set I i,j = {i = i 0 , i 1 , i s = j} and for all r ∈ {0, . . . s − 1} there is some point w r ∈ X ir ∩X ir+1 such that every path from
The following figure presents this definition in a more intuitive format. The focus of section 2.1 is to justify the extent to which this picture is a valid approximation.
Figure 1: The relative bottleneck property
As a simplification to notation, given I i,j = {i = i 0 , i 1 , i s = j} we define the collection of bottlenecks between X i and X j to be
Theorem 1 implies that (RBP) is a quasi-isometry invariant, however, this is a straightforward consequence of the definition given by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Let X, Y be geodesic metric spaces. If X and Y are quasiisometric and X has (RBP) then so does Y . Moreover, one can ensure pieces are uniformly quasi-isometric.
Proof:
We assume X has (RBP) with respect to {X i i ∈ I } and some constant M > 0. Let q ∶ X → Y be a (K, C) quasi-isometry. We will show Y has (RBP) with respect to
Let i, j ∈ I with i ≠ j and let w k ∈ W i,j . We compute the distance between
The pre-image under q of P defines a subset of X whose C neighbourhood contains a path from
Another property which should be present in any sensible definition of a relative bottleneck property is a notion of convexity for pieces. This is inherent in our definition via the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose X has the bottleneck property relative to the collection of pieces {X i i ∈ I } and some constant M > 0, then each X i is 4M quasiconvex.
Specifically, if x, y ∈ N C (X i ) and g ∈ [[x, y]], then g is contained in the 2M + 2 max {M, C} tubular neighbourhood of X i .
We define M ′ ∶= max {M, C}. Let x ′ , y ′ be the end points of any component of g outside
and let m be the mid-point of this component. As pieces cover X, m ∈ X k for some k ∈ I. Let x ′′ , y ′′ ∈ X i be points at distance exactly M ′ from x ′ , y ′ respectively. By (RBP) there is some point w ∈ X i such that every path from X i to X k meets B(w; M ), in particular this occurs for the paths from m to x ′′ and y ′′ via x ′ and y ′ respectively. 
Unwanted bottlenecks
Most of the arguments presented in this paper revolve around setting up a contradiction to (RBP) by constructing pairs of paths between common pieces but at large Hausdorff distance. To make finding paths easy we want to be in a situation where pieces are connected in some strong sense, it is not even apparent from the definition that the pieces X i are connected. This is easily dealt with by lemma 2.3.
Moreover, we want no bottlenecks inside the pieces X i on the same scale as those between different pieces. No such claim is made in the definition, but a simple quasi-isometric transformation of the space achieves this. The robustness of the resulting connectivity is parametrised by a constant b and -cruciallythe bottleneck constant of the transformed space does not depend on b.
Proposition 2.4. Let X ′ be a geodesic metric space satisfying (RBP) with respect to a collection of subsets {X
. X ′ is quasiisometric to a space X satisfying (RBP) with respect to subsets {X i i ∈ I } and constant M such that X i is uniformly quasi-isometric to X ′ i and
• there is a point e (which will become the basepoint) contained in a unique piece X e ,
• given any metric ball B and any i such that B ∩ X i has diameter bounded by 2b, X i ∖ B is (path-)connected.
quasi-convex by lemma 2.3, so the We then achieve the first additional claim by defining a new point e and attaching it to a unique piece X ′′ e by a line of length 1 (this line is added to X ′′ e ). The resulting space under this construction so far is (1, 1) quasi-isometric to the original with uniformly (1,
+ 1) quasi-isometric pieces and has (RBP) with constant M . Now to achieve the second additional property we make the following construction.
We define
with the supremum product metric where the interval is given the standard Euclidean metric. Then we set For completeness we note that b = 15M suffices for all arguments in this paper.
Examples
The two key examples of spaces satisfying (RBP) are tree-graded spaces and quasi-trees of spaces satisfying the axioms of [BBF] .
Proposition 2.5. Let X be tree-graded with respect to a collection of pieces {X i i ∈ I }. Then X has (RBP) with respect to {N 1 (X i ) i ∈ I } and constant
This may seem a little unnecessary at first glance, but there is no reason to assume that pieces intersect in a tree-graded space. Also, we must be wary of pieces accumulating as we require the sets I i,j to be finite. This is exhibited by the following tree-grading of R 3 with respect to the set of hyperplanes {x = a a ∈ R }.
Figure 4: Accumulating pieces
Proof: Let i, j ∈ I, i ≠ j. Pick any geodesic g from X i to X j and set I ′ i,j to be the set of pieces met by g at integer distance points from the start taking repetitions wherever possible. If a point lies in multiple pieces (none of which the geodesic has previously met) we simply choose one. When required we suffix I ′ i,j by j and define this to be I i,j = {i = i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i n = j}. Given k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} there is some minimal t ∈ N such that g(t) ∈ X i k . But then any path from X i to X j must pass within distance 2 of g t − 1 2
Combined with proposition 2.2 this proves the easier direction of theorem 1.
The second class of examples are the quasi-trees of spaces defined axiomatically in [BBF] . We recall the properties of such spaces required here for convenience:
• C(Y) is a geodesic metric spaces in which the subsets {C(Y ) Y ∈ Y } are totally geodesically embedded.
• There are projections π Y which map any X ∈ Y ∖ {Y } to a subset of C(Y ) with diameter bounded by some uniform constant L.
• There exist standard paths between any two pieces, the internal pieces of which are written as a finite ordered set Y K (X, Z) where two spaces C(X) and C(Z) are joined by a complete bipartite graph with edges of length L between π Z (X) and π X (Z) if and only if Y K (X, Z) = ∅.
More importantly they also satisfy the relative bottleneck property:
Proposition 2.6. Let C(Y) be a quasi-tree of spaces satisfying the axioms of [BBF] . Then X satisfies (RBP) with respect to the collection of pieces
Proof: For Y ∈ Y K (X, Z) the result follows directly from [BBF, Lemma 3.9] with w Y ∈ π Y (X). We now deal case Y = Z.
Suppose first that Y K (X, Z) = ∅. Using precisely the same thickening technique as in lemma 2.4 we may assume the space C(Z) is of sufficiently large diameter that we may choose a point z ∈ C(Z) such that Y K (X, z) = {Z}, using the axiom diam(π Z (X)) ≤ K. Take any path P from some x ∈ C(X) to z. By [BBF, Lemma 3 .9] there is a point w lying on
As any C(X) to C(Z) path not meeting N 7L (π Z (X)) can be extended to an C(X), z path where the addition also misses this set and the Hausdorff distance between π Z (X) and π X (Z) is L, we are done in this case.
We apply [BBF, Lemma 3 .9] to Y and in doing so deduce that every
(To obtain a suitable point w X we simply flip the roles of X and Z in the above argument.)
Groups satisfying (RBP)
The relatively bottleneck property is already well understood for finitely generated groups, via Stallings' theorem, which states that Cay(G, S) has (RBP) with respect to some subsets (in a non-trivial way) if and only if G splits as an amalgam or HNN extension G = A * C B or G = HNN(A, θ) (in a non-trivial way), [Sta68, Sta71] . Moreover, the graph of groups decomposition induced by (RBP) is accessible via results of Linnell [Lin83] , as the cardinality of subgroups over which we may amalgamate is uniformly bounded.
Construction of the tree-graded space
Here we will assume that X has (RBP) with respect to pieces {X i i ∈ I } and a constant M with a basepoint e contained in a unique piece X e such that no metric ball which intersects X i in a set of diameter at most 2b disconnects X i . As M does not depend on b results from here on will assume that b is sufficiently large, b = 15M will suffice.
Our goal is to construct a suitable tree-graded space T (X) which has the collection of pieces
For each i ∈ I ∖ {e} we define e i ∈ X i to be the point w 0 given by the bottleneck property such that all paths from X i to X e meet B(e i ; M ). Notice that d(e, e i ) ≤ d(e, X i ) + M . We think of e i as a basepoint of X i .
Our construction relies on organising pieces into strata parametrised by a (large) constant R which will be determined later, (R = 160M will suffice). To this end we define a collection of strata I n ∶= {i ∈ I d(e, e i ) ≤ nR } and set I n ∶= I n ∖I n−1 .
The level of i, lv(i) is the unique n such that i ∈ I n . By assumption I 0 = {e}.
At this point we fix for each X i with i ∈ I n+1 (n ≥ 0) a geodesic
and define c i to be the point on g i at distance exactly nR from e. We denote the reverse direction of a geodesic g by g and denote concatenation of paths by P 1 ○ P 2 , whenever the terminal point of P 1 agrees with the initial point of P 2 .
The next two lemmas collect observations which will prove useful later.
Lemma 3.1. For each x ∈ N 4M (X i ) with i ∈ I n+1 there is some 10M -slack geodesic q i x with q ⊆ N 4M (X i ) ∪ B(e; nR).
Proof:
Say x ∈ N 4M (X i ) with i ∈ I n , then there is some x ′ ∈ X i with d(x, x ′ ) ≤ 4M . We define the quasi-geodesic q i x as the concatenation of some
As X i is 4M quasi-convex by lemma 2.3 and e i ∈ B(e; nR), so q i x ⊆ N 4M (X i ) ∪ B(e; nR). Every geodesic from x to e passes within M of e i by (RBP). Hence,
B(e; nR)
Figure 6: 10M -slack geodesics Lemma 3.2. Let i, j ∈ I, i ≠ j. If d X (e i , e) ≥ d X (e j , e) then every path from X i to X j in X passes through B(e i ; 4M ).
Suppose there is a path P from x ∈ X i to y ∈ X j which avoids the ball B(e i ; M ). If d(e i , e j ) ≥ 2M then any geodesic in [[e j , e]] avoids this ball, and as we may assume X j has no small cut-sets there is a path from y to e also avoiding this ball (for instance extend a path from y to e j by g j ) contradicting (RBP).
Now consider a path
One key element of this paper is deciding when pieces in the same level should have an immediate common ancestor. We introduce the following equivalence relation on each level I n+1 to determine this:
Given i, j ∈ I n+1 we write i ∼ j if and only if there exists some path from X i to X j in X such that P ∩ B(e; nR + 11M ) is contained in some N 4M (X k ) with k ∈ I n .
e i e j B(e; nR) B(e; nR + 11M )
Such a path intersects the 4M ball around e i by lemma 3.2. The fact that this does define an equivalence relation is not obvious so we provide a proof.
Lemma 3.3. ∼ is an equivalence relation.
Proof: We need only check transitivity. Suppose i ∼ j ∼ l with {i, j, l} = 3. There is nothing to prove unless the paths P 1 from X i to X j and P 2 from X j to X l both meet different pieces
In this situation we look at two paths from N 4M (X k ) to N 4M (X k ′ ).
• g k ○ g k ′ (contained in B(e; nR)),
• P (avoids B(e; nR + 11M )): follow P 1 from N 4M (X k ) to X j then take any path in X j from the terminal point of P 1 to the initial point of P 2 avoiding B(e; nR + 11M ) and follow P 2 to N 4M (X k ′ ).
These paths are at Hausdorff distance at least 11M ≥ 6M contradicting (RBP).
We have tacitly used here the fact that B(e; nR + 11M ) intersects X j in a set of diameter at most 30M , thus lemma 2.4 ensures such a path P exists.
B(e; nR + 11M ) Figure 9 : Transitivity of the relation ∼
The following lemma is another key step in the construction we will shortly make. It ensures that we have suitable candidate pieces in lower levels to glue each member of an equivalence class of pieces to.
Lemma 3.4. Let i ∈ I n+1 with n ≥ 0. For all k ∈ I i,e ∩ I n such that one bottleneck w ∈ X k ∩ W i,e for paths from X i to X e satisfies d X (e, w)
It will not necessarily be the case that k ∈ I j,e for all j ∈ [i], however, the conclusion of this lemma is that it will still satisfy the same property. The condition governing the distance between the bottleneck point and e is purely to avoid looking at pieces which geodesics heading towards e have not yet interacted with in any way.
In some sense lemma 2.3 states that this result is as much as could be hoped for.
Proof: We first prove c i ∈ N 4M (X k ). Set B ∶= B(w; M ). By hypothesis and (RBP),
Otherwise, d X (e, w) > nR + 2M . Then all paths from X i to e meet B(e k ; M ), because there is a path from X j to X i avoiding this ball, moreover, d X (e k , e) ≤ nR since k ∈ I n . Then, considering the position of c i on the geodesic g i , we see that c i ∈ N 4M (X k ) by lemma 2.3. We now deal with the general case.
Suppose first that there is some path P inferring the relation i ∼ j which does not meet B, then e j ∈ B or P can be extended to a path P ′′ from X i to e j avoiding B.
In either case g j ∩ B ≠ ∅ as all paths from X i to e intersect B. We are then in the same situation as the special case above and the same argument holds. Otherwise, B meets every path P with this property. We now show k ∈ I j,e = {j = j 0 , . . . , j t = e}. Consider the collection of paths from X j to e defined below:
• start at the end of P contained in X j and follow it until it meets y ∈ N 4M (X k ),
• take a fixed path of length at most 4M to some y ′ ∈ X k ∖ B(e; nR + 11M ),
• follow some path in X k from y ′ to e k ,
• follow g k to e. As we cannot cut X k by any ball of diameter at most 2M it follows from the above that
In particular, there must be some s ≥ 1 such that d X (w js , e) ≤ nR + M and d X (w js−1 , e) ≥ nR + 6M . To ease notation we set w 1 ∶= w js−1 and w 2 ∶= w js . Both points lie in a unique piece X l by (RBP). This implies that d X (e l , e) ≤ d X (e l , w 2 ) + d X (w 2 , e) < nR + 3M .
If l ≠ k then there are two paths P 1 and P 2 (see below) from X l to X k at Hausdorff distance at least 2M , which contradicts (RBP). Note here that e j = w 0 so d X (e j , e) ≥ nR + 6M .
• P 1 (avoids B(e; nR + 5M )): follow any path from w 1 to e j avoiding B(e; nR + 5M ) (using the fact that g j meets B(w 1 , M )), then join this via a path in X j to the end of P contained in X j , follow P to N 4M (X k ) and take any path of length at most 4M into X k .
• P 2 (contained in B(e; nR + 3M )): take g l ○ g k .
B(e; nR + 3M ) B(e; nR + 5M )
Figure 13: Paths P 1 and P 2 Hence k = l ∈ I j,e . Using the same argument as in the special case we deduce that c j ∈ N 4M (X k ).
We complete this section by giving the definition of the tree-graded space T (X) associated to X.
We define a level-decreasing function c ∶ I ∖{e} → I with the following properties:
• if c(i) = k, then there exists some i ′ ∼ i and some bottleneck point w ∈ X k ∩ W i ′ ,e such that for all w
In particular, c j ∈ N 4M (X c(i) ) for all j ∼ i by lemma 3.4. Intuitively, X c(i) is the piece in a lower level which works hardest to approach
This definition may seem awkward at first, but the following lemma shows it has merits. Lemma 3.5. If lv(i) ∶= n + 1 > lv(j) and there exists some path P from some x i ∈ X i to some x j ∈ X j avoiding B(e; nR + 7M ) then c(i) = j.
Proof:
We are required to prove to things. Firstly we show j ∈ I i,e , the method used here will also imply that c i ∈ N 4M (X j ). Following this, we prove that no other suitable piece has a bottleneck further from e.
Consider the collection W = {w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w s } of bottlenecks defined by the set I i,e . As X j ∖ B(w r ; M ) is connected for each r ∈ {0, . . . , s}, we deduce that W ∩ (B(e; nR + 6M ) ∖ B(e; nR + M )) = ∅. Therefore there is some r such that w r+1 ∈ B(e; nR + M ) and w r ∉ B(e; nR + 6M ), and w r , w r+1 ∈ X k for k ∈ I i,e .
Then k = j, as otherwise there are two paths P 1 , P 2 from X k to X j at Hausdorff distance at least 2M contradicting (RBP): (cf. figure 13) • P 1 (contained in B(e; nR + 3M )): concatenate g k with g j ,
• P 2 (avoids B(e; nR + 5M )): take a path of length at most M from w r to some m i ∈ g i , follow g i to e i , then take some path from e i to x i contained in X i and finally follow P to x j ∈ X j . Now suppose c(i) = k ′ ≠ j, so there is some i
By definition, X k ′ contains a bottleneck point w ∈ W i ′ ,e for all paths from X i ′ to X e such that d X (w, e) ≥ nR + 6M .
Let P 0 be some path from y i ∈ X i to y i ′ ∈ X i ′ which induces the relation i ∼ i ′ and consider the paths P 3 , P 4 from X j to X k ′ given below:
• P 3 : (contained in B(e; nR)) concatenate g j with g k ′ ,
• P 4 : start at w r and take a path of length at most M to some m i ∈ g i then follow the reverse of q i yi to y i , take P 0 to y i ′ , q i ′ y i ′ to some m i ′ ∈ g i ′ ∩B(w; M ) then take some path of length at most M to w.
B(e; nR + 6M )
B(e; nR + 11M ) These paths are at Hausdorff distance at least 2M -contradicting (RBP) -unless P 0 passes within 2M of P 3 . Such a meeting must occur inside B(e; nR + 11M ), and therefore within N 4M (X k ′′ ) for some k ′′ ∈ I n by the definition of the equivalence relation ∼.
In this situation we prove j = k ′′ = k ′ , we present only the first of these, the second follows using the same method. To do this we give two paths P 5 and P 6 from X j to X k ′′ at Hausdorff distance at least 5M (cf. figure 14).
• P 5 : (contained in B(e; nR)) concatenate g j with g k ′′ .
• P 6 : (avoids B(e; nR + 5M )) follow P 4 from w r to a point y k ′′ ∈ P 0 ∩ N 4M (X k ′′ ) but outside B(e; nR + 10M ) then take any path of length at most 4M to some point x k ′′ ∈ X k ′′ .
This completes the proof. T (X) is defined inductively with base step T (X) 0 = N 4M (X e ). We construct T (X) k from T (X) k−1 by gluing on a copy of N 4M (X i ) for each i ∈ I k . To do this we attach e i ∈ N 4M (X i ) to c i ∈ N 4M (X c(i) ) by a path of length d X (e i , c i ).
Defining T (X) = ⋃ k∈N T (X) k gives a tree-graded space with set of pieces
We denote the natural metric on T (X) by d T (X) .
The underlying tree T for this construction is defined to have vertex set I and ij is an edge if and only if c(i) = j or c(j) = i. The simplicial graph metric on T is denoted by d T .
We make one important observation at this point. If X is a simplicial graph, then it is easy to give T (X) the structure of a simplicial graph by dividing the (integer length) edges e i c i into edges of length 1.
Proof of theorem 1
Here we show that the natural collapse φ∶ T (X) → X which maps each T i onto N 4M (X i ) in the obvious way defines a quasi-isometry.
From the construction it follows immediately that φ is 1-Lipschitz.
We denote by e To prove the other inequality we take any two points x ∈ T i and y ∈ T j and write the T -geodesic between i and j as
where l is the piece along this geodesic of minimal level.
Without loss of generality we may assume d X (e i , e) ≥ d X (e j , e).
We firstly deal with the case where at least one of a, b = 0. By our above assumption, it must be the case that b = 0. To achieve this we present a base case (lemma 4.1) and then apply an inductive process on a (lemma 4.2).
Lemma 4.1. Suppose in the above situation a ≤ 1 and b = 0, then
Proof: If a = 0 then i = j and the result is obvious as X i is 4M quasi-convex.
The result follows by combining the two inequalities.
Our first inductive step completes the proof in the case b = 0.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose a ≥ 2 and b = 0. Then
Proof: Note that by construction there is some i
Our first step is to prove that every geodesic from φ(x) to φ(y) intersects B ∶= B(w s ; 5M ).
as lv(j) < lv(i) g can be extended to a path from φ(x) to e also avoiding B, by taking some path within N 4M (X j ) to e j then following the geodesic from e j to e.
Using the proof of lemma 3.4 we see that either there is some path avoiding B from X i ′ to X i provided by the relation i ∼ i ′ or c(i) ∈ I i,e which also yields the claim. 
But then W i,e is contained within the 5M -neighbourhood of g i restricted to the sub-paths C 1 from e i to c i and C 2 from some point in B to e as any metric ball of radius M in between can be bypassed using paths inside X c(i) .
In particular there is some t such that w t ∈ N 5M (C 1 ) and w t+1 ∈ N 5M (C 2 ). Set i ′′ = i jt . We now construct two paths from X c(i) to X i ′′ :
• P 2 : (avoids B(e; lv(c(i))R − 6M )) take a path of length 4M from X c(i) to c i , then follow g i to a point in B(w t+1 ; M ), then take a path of length at most M to w t ∈ X i ′′ .
As these paths are at Hausdorff distance at least 2M , we deduce via (RBP) that i ′′ = c(i) and therefore s = t. But then 10M ≥ d X (w s , e j ) ≥ R − 7M , which is a contradiction.
Hence, every geodesic from φ(x) to φ(y) meets B, so they also must meet B ′ = B(e c(i) ; 9M ) by lemma 3.2. We then obtain a 68M -slack geodesic q from
from φ(x) to some point in B ′ , if this sub-path meets c i then we take a path of length at most 16M inside B ′ to meet up with some point on a geodesic g ∈ [[φ(x), φ(y)]] and follow that to φ(y). This provides a 50M -slack geodesic.
If this sub-path does not meet c i then as d X (e c(i) , e) ≤ d X (c i , e) we see that c i lies in B(e c(i) ; 18M ), in this case we follow the path q φ(x) i from φ(x) to c i , take a path of length at most 27M to some point in g and follow that to φ(y). In this situation we obtain a 68M -slack geodesic Figure 16 : The 68M -slack geodesic q Importantly, q meets c i , so
We recall that by the inductive hypothesis,
Finally, by lemma 3.1,
, so combining these we see that
Now we come to the case b ≥ 1. Again we start with a base case before progressing to the general result.
Proof:
Recall that l = c(i) = c(j). Without loss of generality we assume d(e i , e) ≥ d(e j , e), so in particular, n ∶= lv(i) ≥ m ∶= lv(j). By lemma 3.2, every path from φ(x) to N 4M (X j ) passes through B(e i ; 8M ). If some geodesic in
Combining these bounds we see that
Now suppose all geodesics avoid B(e j ; 16M ). By lemma 3.2 we know that geodesics must also avoid ⋃ k∈I m N 12M (X k ), so, in particular they avoid the set N 8M (g Moreover, all geodesics must also avoid N 8M (g j ) otherwise one can find a path from X j to e avoiding B(e j ; M ).
Hence, the bottleneck w 0 ∈ W j,i lying in X j must be within M of some point of g i ∖ B(e; nR + 8M ). In particular there is a path from X i to X j avoiding B(e; nR + 7M ). If n > m then c(i) = j, by lemma 3.5, which contradicts the assumption that
The final step uses lemma 3.2.
This leads to the final lemma required for the proof. 
We proceed by induction on a + b using the previous three lemmas as base cases, we do not include the extra +16M as we will not require the situation a = b = 0 in our inductive step. To ease notation we set lv(i) ∶= n + 1 and lv(j) ∶= m + 1, by assumption lv(i), lv(j) ≥ 1.
If some 45M -slack geodesic from φ(x) to φ(y) meets {c i , c j }, (we deal with the case of c i , the other case is very similar) then
Combining these we see that
So far we have not supposed that d X (e, e i ) ≥ d X (e j , e), but from this point on we will assume that this is the case. We now have two paths from N 4M (X i ) to N 4M (X j ) given by g i ○ g j and some
As g ∩N 15M (g c i ∪g c j ) = ∅, we deduce that the collection of bottlenecks W i,j given by (RBP) is contained in
We label the first of these two sets A and the second one B. Here we are using lemma 2.4 to ensure that X j is (path-)connected.
If A ∩ B ≠ ∅ then it is clear that i ∼ j if lv(i) = lv(j) or c(i) = j, by lemma 3.5, if lv(i) > lv(j), both of which contradict the assumption that d T (i, j) ≥ 3. This situation is similar to that of figure 17. Now we may assume that they are disjoint, then there is some piece X k , with k ∈ I i,j containing two bottlenecks, one in each of A and B. We label the bottleneck point in A by w 1 and the one in B by w 2 .
From here on we split into a number of cases depending on the relationship between lv(i), lv(j) and lv(k).
Case 1: lv(i) = lv(j) It follows immediately from the above that i ∼ j, regardless of lv(k), contradicting the assumption that d T (i, j) ≥ 3.
From now on we assume lv(i) > lv(j).
Case 2: lv(k) > lv(i) In this situation we prove that c(i) = j. w 1 , w 2 ∈ X k , so d X (w 1 , e), d X (w 2 , e) ≥ (n + 1)R − M . Hence there is a path from X i to X j avoiding B(e; (n + 1)R − 2M ).
Thus, c(i) = j by lemma 3.5 as there is a path from X i to X j avoiding B(e; nR + 6M ). Case 3: lv(k) = lv(i) Here we prove that either c(i) = j or contradict the assumption that no 45M -slack geodesic from φ(x) to φ(y) meets c i .
The fact that i ∼ k is immediate from the location of bottleneck w 1 .
If d X (e k , c k ) ≥ 9M then there is a path from X k to X j (via w 2 ) avoiding B(e; nR + 6M ), so c(k) = j by lemma 3.5. Hence, c(i) = j. Now suppose d X (e k , c k ) < 9M , then g i ∩ B(e k ; M ) ≠ ∅ as otherwise we would obtain (via w 1 and g i ) a path from X k to e avoiding B(e k ; M ), which contradicts (RBP). Notice that here we have used the fact that
As every path from φ(x) to φ(y) meets B(w 1 ; M ) it also meets B(e k ; 5M ) by lemma 3.1. Thus every such path meets B(c i ; 16M ). In particular, there is some 32M -slack geodesic from φ(x) to φ(y) which meets c i , contradicting the initial assumption. From here on we assume lv(i) > lv(k), from this and the location of the bottleneck w 1 we know that c(i) = k.
Case 4: lv(k) > lv(j) As in case 3 we find a 45M -slack geodesic meeting c i .
Immediately we see that d X (w 2 , e k ) ≤ 2M as the bottleneck must cut the path g k ○ g j . But as every path from φ(x) to φ(y) meets N 5M (X k ) we see that such paths meet B(e k ; 9M ) by lemma 3.1.
. We obtain a 45M -slack geodesic q from φ(x) to φ(y) passing through c i by following q to c i and then back again -then follow g to φ(y).
As every path meets B(e k ; 9M ), 
We already know that c(i) = k. It is immediate from the location of w 2 that d X (e, w 2 ) ≥ mR+10M , so there is a path from X j to X k avoiding B(e; mR+7M ) and we apply lemma 3.5 to deduce that c(j) = k.
We deal with this case directly. j ∼ k, as the bottleneck between X j ∪ g j and X k yields a path from X j to X k avoiding B(e; nR + 11M ). To avoid contradicting RBP for paths between X j and X k it follows that w 2 ∈ B(e j ; 3M ) ∪ B(e k ; 3M ). If this is not the case then the path of length M from w 2 to X j and g k ○ g j are at Hausdorff distance at least 2M .
If w 2 ∈ B(e j ; 3M ), then d X (e j , e k ) ≤ d X (e j , w 2 ) + d X (w 2 , e k ) ≤ 3M + (R + 5M ) and if w 2 ∈ B(e k ; 3M ), then d X (e j , e k ) ≤ d X (e j , w 2 ) + d X (w 2 , e k ) ≤ (R + 7M ) + 3M.
Here we are using the fact that any geodesic from w 2 to e meets B(e k ; M ) or B(e j ; 2M ). In either situation, d X (c j , c k ) ≤ 3R + 10M .
Hence, as any path from φ(x) to φ(y) meets B(e k ; 5M ) or B(e j ; 5M ), by lemma 3.2, 5 Consequences for mapping class groups and relatively hyperbolic groups
In this section we prove corollary 2. We begin with the headline result.
Corollary 5.1. Mapping class groups of closed surfaces quasi-isometrically embed into a finite product of trees.
Consider the surface S = S g,n . If 3g + n − 4 ≤ 0 then M CG(S) is virtually free and the result follows [Beh04] . We now assume 3g + n > 4, from [BBF] and Theorem 1 we have a quasi-isometric embedding of M CG(S) into a finite product of tree-graded spaces as follows:
where in each T (C(Y) i ) the pieces are uniformly quasi-isometric to the curve complex of a fixed subsurface U i of S.
There are only finitely many subsurfaces of S up to homeomorphism, so their curve complexes can be uniformly (K, C) quasi-isometrically embedded into a product of l trees, for some K, C, l depending only on S, [Buy05, MS12] .
To complete this corollary we now outline a simple argument which states that if each piece in a tree-graded space (K, C) quasi-isometrically embeds (for some fixed K and C) into a product of l trees then so does the whole tree-graded space. We simply replace each piece T i in the tree-graded space T (X) by the appropriate ordered product of trees, T i1 × T i2 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × T il to obtain the new treegraded space T (X) ′ . It is clear that T (X) quasi-isometrically embeds into T (X)
′ . The natural mapping
where each T j is the tree obtained by collapsing each piece of T (X) ′ to the jth tree is a quasi-isometry. Certainly, distances are not decreased by this map, but also the map onto each tree is Lipschitz. Thus we obtain a quasi-isometric embedding
T jl , completing the proof.
Up to another quasi-isometry, each T jl can be assumed to be a simplicial (but still locally infinite) tree, [Man05] .
We move now to consequences for relatively hyperbolic groups.
Corollary 5.2. Relatively hyperbolic groups have finite Assouad-Nagata dimension or quasi-isometrically embed into an ℓ 1 space if and only if each maximal parabolic subgroup of G does.
Given a group G which is hyperbolic relative to {H i }, combining Theorem 1 with [MS12] we obtain a quasi-isometric embedding:
where T (C(H)) is a tree-graded space with pieces uniformly quasi-isometric to parabolic subgroups of G, alsoĜ quasi-isometrically embeds into a finite product of trees, [Buy05, MS12] . The result then follows from [BH, Hum11] .
